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Abstract 

We present the first quantitative experimental study of shape and energy scaling in 

non-Euclidean plates. Using environmentally responsive gel discs, we construct non-

Euclidean discs of fixed radius and constant imposed Gaussian curvature, Ktar. We 

vary the discs thickness, h, over more than a decade and measure the dependence of 

configurations, surface curvature and energy content on h. For Ktar<0 we find a set of 

bifurcations that leads to refinement of the wavy configurations with decreasing 

thickness. This refinement leads to divergence of the amount of surface bending as 

h→0. As a result, the bending energy of such discs scales like h2, compared with h3 

scaling in discs with Ktar>0, where no singular behavior exists. 

 

During the last few years there has been an increasing interest in the construction of 

structures that are capable of inducible large shape transformations. An interesting 

group of such bodies is that of non-Euclidean elastic plates. These structures can be 

generated by irreversible deformations of originally flat plates 1, 2, the non-uniform 

swelling or shrinking of plates 3, or from non-uniform, yet lateral, growth of natural or 

artificial sheets 4. Though intrinsically uniform across their thickness (thus called 

plates) the intrinsic two dimensional (2D) geometry of the mid surface of these sheets 

is non-Euclidean. The laterally non-uniform expansion/shrinkage of the sheet 

specifies a 2D "target metric" tensor, gtar, with non vanishing Gaussian curvature 5, 

Ktar (thus the term non-Euclidean) (see 6, 7). When generated with environmentally 

responsive materials, these plates can undergo large, reversible, shape transformations 
3, a property that has many potential applications. 

The experimental and theoretical study of such plates is at its initial stages, but has 

already revealed a variety of stable configurations that can be achieved as energy 

minima. In particular, some simple, symmetric target metrics led to multi-scale wavy 

configurations including fractal structures 1, 8. All these structures are characterized 

by sharp transitions between configurations, based on global geometrical constraints 3. 



To understand the shape-selection principle in such bodies, we consider a plate 

of thickness h, Young modulus E and Poisson ratio v and adopt a Föppl-Von-Kármán 

(FVK)-like approach. In this approximation (valid for configurations with curvatures 

mach smaller than 1/h) the elastic energy of a deformed sheet can be written as a sum 

of a stretching and a bending terms 9. The stretching term, which results from 

deformations that are uniform across the thickness, is given by: 
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S is the "stretching content" of a configuration that is obtained by integrating squares 

of the in-plane strains in a configuration. The bending term depends on the curvatures 

of the mid-surface and results from deformations that do not stretch or compress it. It 

is cubic in h and is given by 
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B∼  where B, the "bending content" of the 

configuration, is obtained by integrating squares of local curvatures of the 

configuration. In terms of the local mean curvature H(r) and the Gaussian curvature 

K(r) and for v=0.5, we have: 2 2(4 ( ) ( ))d r H K= −∫ ∫B r r . The bending term is 

minimal when the configuration is flat everywhere. On the other had, the stretching 

term is minimal in configurations whose 2D metric, g(r), is identical to the target 

metric gtar(r) and as gtar is non-Euclidean, such configurations must be curved, since 

their Gaussian curvature, Ktar(r), cannot be zero 5. This conflict between bending and 

stretching provides the shape selection principle. As h decreases we expect g(r) to 

approach gtar(r). The way it will approach it, should strongly depend on the amount of 

curvature that must be contained in configurations that are free of stretching, e. g. in 

embeddings of gtar. 

Different theoretical approaches have been used in order to study the 

configurations adopted by non-Euclidean plates, including 3D 10 and 2D 8 numerical 

simulations, purely geometrical analysis 11 and an analytical study of the linearized 

elastic problem 12, where metric tensors and strains were expressed under the 

assumption of small deviations from flat configurations. The validity of such 

approximations, when considering the limit of vanishing thickness is not clear. 

In this work we perform the first quantitative experimental study of equilibrium 

configurations of elastic gel discs with imposed target metric that defines a constant 

Gaussian curvature, Ktar=Const on the discs. The metric imposes a single length 

scale, K , and we systematically study the variation of configurations as a function 



of sheet thickness h in the cases of Ktar>0 and Ktar<0. We show that for Ktar>0 the 

configurations of thin enough sheets are hardly affected by the decrease in h and 

therefore their bending energy decays as h3. For Ktar<0, on the other hand, long wave, 

low bending configurations, attained at moderate thickness, are replaced by short 

wave, highly bent ones, at smaller thickness. We measure the amplitude of the waves 

and show that in this case the thickness directly affects the observed length scales of 

the configurations. In this case the decay of the bending energy with h is slow, Eb~ h2.  

Finally, we point out that solving the linearized geometrical problem completely 

misses the qualitative difference between the two cases. 

Our experiments were conducted on axially symmetric N-IsoproPylAcrylamide 

(NIPA) hydro gel discs. The discs were prepared, as described in 3, with a controlled 

radial variation of the NIPA concentration, C(r). The discs were immersed in water 

bath and the temperature was increased to 50C0 over 12 hours. This process results in 

a position dependent (though locally isotropic) shrinkage of the linear dimensions of 

the gel η(r)= η[C(r)]  (0.4< η<0.9). This allows using C(r) as a knob, with which we 

can program gtar and Ktar on the disc (see 3 And 7). We have built discs of radius R=28 

(+/- 1) mm and curvature |Ktar|= 0.0011 mm-2 13. The sheet thickness prior to 

shrinking, h0, was the sole length scale that was varied in the experiments (in the 

range 0.1-1.5 mm). The sheets were heated and dried as in 3 and their topography was 

measured with horizontal and vertical resolutions of 25µm and 5µm respectively. 

These measurements were analyzed to provide the Gaussian (K) and mean (H) 

curvatures of the generated configurations. We have verified by a direct thickness 

measurement on selected discs, that to a good approximation, the local thickness, after 

shrinking, is given by h(r)=h0η(r). Since for the NIPA gel 0.5v ≈ , we can estimate 

the bending energy of a configuration: ( )2 3 2~ ( ) 4 ( ) ( )bE E d r h r H r K r⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦∫∫ . 

 

We start by presenting images of discs of different thickness (Fig.1). Two 

qualitatively different behaviors are observed. All discs of Ktar>0 attain a dome-like 

configuration, which is only weakly affected by the one order of magnitude change in 

h. On the other hand, the shape of the discs of Ktar<0 strongly depends on the 

thickness. Thick discs attain a single saddle configuration, but as h decreases this 

configuration is replaced by wavy configurations. The number of nodes in these 

configurations is plotted as a function of the disc's thickness. We observe a series of 



shape transformations, namely a refinement of the wavelength with decreasing 

thickness. The number of nodes in the spatial configuration of the disc is roughly 

proportional to the inverse square root of the thickness (Fig. 2a). An additional 

observation is that each of the configurations consists of  a single mode, and does not 

consist of superposition of shorter waves on top of long ones, as previously observed 

in plastic sheets and gel discs 1. This might be due to the fact that the target metric 

involves just a single length scale, K =const, while in the previous cases Ktar 

became increasingly negative towards the edge 2. 
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Figure1:  Variation of configuration with thickness. (a) Non-Euclidean discs of Ktar= 

0.0011 mm-2 (left) and Ktar= -0.0011 mm-2 (right) of various initial thicknesses (0.75, 0.6, 0.25, 0.19 

and 0.125 mm top to bottom). For Ktar>0 the discs keep the same basic shape, a hemisphere, with 

minor variations, mainly along the edge. The discs of Ktar<0 undergo a set of bifurcations, in which 

the number of nodes, n, increases with decreasing thickness. (b) The number of nodes, n, as a 

function of sheet thickness for discs of Ktar= -0.0011 mm-2. A log-log plot (inset) shows that the data 

are well described by  n~t-0.5 (solid line). Discs diameter (after shrinking) was 28 mm. 



We want to understand the origin of the qualitative difference between the hyperbolic 

and elliptic discs and to study the scaling of length scales and energy in both cases. 

Due to their small thickness, the sheets are hardly stretched. Thus, the metric of their 

equilibrium configurations should be close to gtar and their Gaussian curvature close, 

on average, to Ktar. For the discs of Ktar>0, all configurations are "close" to a 

hemisphere (a perfect embedding) of the proper size and radius. We have recently 

shown 14 that the deviation from the perfect hemisphere can be explained in terms of a 

boundary layer near the edge. Within this layer the bending energy decreases 

sufficiently to account for the slight increase in the stretching energy due to the 

deviation from the perfect embedding. Similarly to the boundary layer along the edges 

of loaded shells 15, the width of this layer is of the order 
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 and it "takes care" of 

the no torque boundary conditions. Figure 1a (left) provides a qualitative support for 

the existence of such a boundary layer and its shrinkage with decreasing thickness. 

For Ktar<0, we see a set of bifurcations with increasing number of nodes, n. If an n 

nodes configuration is approximated by z(r,θ)= An(r)Φ(nθ), where Φ is an unspecified 

normalized function, then typical curvatures in the radial and azimuthal directions, κr 

and κθ would scale like  and ( )r nAκ ∼ rr

2
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rθκ ∼  respectively, where ( )rr indicates 

second derivative with respect to r. We, thus, can make the following estimation: 
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≈ − , which states that on the average, the actual Gaussian curvature in 

a configuration scales like Ktar. This leads to the following scaling of the wave's 

amplitude: 
2
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∼ . Plotting the experimentally measured functions An(r) 

(obtained from the profilometer measurements, by calculating the oscillations 

amplitude along lines of a given radius, r, on the disc) shows a decrease of the 

amplitude with n (Fig. 2). Multiplying An by n (inset) indeed leads to data collapse on 

a profile nAn~r2 indicating a reasonable agreement with the suggested scaling. 



 

Figure2: The amplitude of the waviness, A, as a function of radius on the disc, r, for configurations 

with different number of nodes, n= 2 to 7 (open squares down to open circles). Inset, Multiplying A(r) 

by n leads to data convergence that is well described by nA(r)~r2 (solid line). 

 

This scaling leads to a constant Gaussian curvature on average, however, it implies 

that the bending content of a configuration: 4H2-K, should scale like n2. Since n~h-0.5 

(Fig 1b), we expect the bending content of the hyperbolic discs to diverge like h-1 as 

h→0. Indeed, plotting the experimentally measured average bending content of discs 

of various h, reveals two significantly different behaviors for the positively and 

negatively curved discs. In the case of Ktar>0, the bending content slightly increases 

with decreasing thickness, but stabilizes and approaches a constant value, of the order 

of the natural squared curvature imposed by the metric, 20.001K m −= m . This is 

consistent with the expectation that the shape is described by a hemisphere with a thin 

boundary layer: The boundary layer leads to a decrease in the total energy relative to 

the perfect hemisphere that scales as 
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 , which becomes negligible in 

comparison to the total energy of the hemisphere  ~h3 in the limit h→0.  

 On the other hand, the discs of negative curvature bend more and more with 

decreasing thickness. In the thinnest discs, of h0=0.1 mm, the average bending content 

is an order of magnitude larger than K . The inset shows that for these discs, B scales 

roughly like h-1. This power law persists for the smallest thickness attained in the 

experiments, without any indication of a crossover to a less singular behavior. We 

thus believe that refinement of the wavy configurations would persist to thickness 

significantly smaller than 0.1 mm. 



 

Figure 3: The average bending content, B, as a function of sheet thickness. For Ktar<0 (solid circles) B 

increases sharply with decreasing thickness to values an order of magnitude larger than K . For Ktar>0, 

B is "saturated" at small thickness. Plotting the same data on a log-log scale (inset) shows that for 

Ktar<0, B~h-1 (solid line). 

The different dependence of bending content on h has a dramatic effect on the scaling 

of the total bending energy of the discs (Fig. 4). In the case of Ktar>0, the bending 

energy decays as h3, while for Ktar<0, Eb decays much more slowly, as h1.9±0.1. Recent 

numerical studies showed that the bending energy dominates the stretching energy as 

h decreases 16. Thus our measurements provide, to good approximation, the scaling of 

full elastic energy in the discs. Though constructed with exactly the same imposed 

length scales, the hyperbolic sheets are "stuck" in high energy configurations and 

slowly reduce their energy through a set of bifurcations. 



          

Figure4: The total bending energy in a disc verses thickness. In the discs of  Ktar>0 

(open triangles) the energy decays like h3±0.1 (dotted line), while for Ktar<0 (solid 

circles) the bending energy scales like h1.9±0.1 (solid line). 

 

The tendency of the discs of Ktar<0 to abandon low bending configurations and to 

bend more and more, with decreasing thickness, must result from a simultaneous 

decrease in stretching content with refinement. One can show that in order to 

"compensate" for the increasing bending content with n, the stretching content, S, 

must decrease no slower than n-2. This decay implies at least a linear decrease of S 

with h, which implies that the stretching energy decays as h2 or faster. 

The observed scaling in the case of hyperbolic sheets is non-trivial. As in the case of 

the elliptic sheets, we expect a boundary layer near the edge of the hyperbolic sheets 

and from first sight it seems like it can account for the observed scaling: The 

boundary layer introduces a radial length scale, L~h0.5, near the free edge. As argued 

in 8, waviness of least bending is obtained when azimuthal and radial length scales are 

comparable, i.e. for wavelength λ~h0.5, resulting in n~h-0.5.  However, while the result 

should describe a thin boundary layer, it agrees with our experimental observation in 

the bulk of the sheet, and thus presents a puzzle to our understanding. Furthermore, 

boundary layer effects can only decrease the bending energy below that of the 

perturbed exact embedding. It cannot account for the dramatic increase in bending 

content of the hyperbolic sheets. It can be shown that within the small angle 

approximation, there exists an “exact” embedding of a hyperbolic sheet in the shape 



of a single saddle i.e. n = 2 17. Further this embedding has low bending content ( 

B<0.01 mm-2), and a bending energy that scales as h3. If the small angle 

approximation gives a full description of the system, then we should expect, as in the 

elliptic case, that by decreasing the thickness of the sheet, we will converge to this 

low bending single saddle shape, outside a boundary layer whose width decreases to 

zero, with a total energy that scales like h3. This however, is not what we observe in 

the experiments, and it remains an open question to explain this phenomenon 

adequately.   
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